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PURPOSE:

The management of natural hazards is the essential basis for providing the general public safety and
high quality of life in mountainous regions. Canada, Austria and France are countries with significant
hazard prone areas that are either highly populated or which have key transportation or utility corridors
passing through them. From this perspective, the management of natural hazards caused by mass
movements is a daunting and ongoing technical and political challenge.

But governing strategies and management practices differ significantly between the regions. In Europe,
strict regulations, concentration on single technical solutions and public subsidies are the primary
controls of management approaches. The calls for change have grown loud in the last decade in
Europe: to increase private prevention, to enable different types of control measures and to integrate
risk arguments in the protection strategy. In North American, the management of mass movements is
less regulated, allowing for more flexibility in how natural hazards are addressed, including their
recognition, mitigation and monitoring. With this said, there is an underlying need in Austria, France and
Canada for guidelines and regulations to help focus efforts and, somewhat, standardize approaches to
management, especially in association with increasing vulnerability.

The central goal of the workshop is to evolve together and advance knowledge transfer for issues of:
• How to adapt protection and control strategies;
• How to increase effectiveness (doing the right things) AND efficiency (doing these

things as best possible) of protection measures;
• What are the most important next steps to increase protection and safety measures in

a sustainable way.

PROCESS AND OUTCOME:

The MMM 2014 Workshop will provide a platform for discussions regarding management and mitigation
of rockfall, debris flow and avalanche hazards. It will bring together practitioners and scientists from
Austria, France and Canada in order to review where current practices have come from, demonstrate
the state-of-the-art of mitigation measures, exchange experiences with guidelines and regulatory
instruments and to compare and discuss existing solutions and their future place in management.
Though presentations will be given, the emphasis will be on discussions.

The morning session focuses on management, strategies and guidelines. In the afternoon session
monitoring examples and case studies are highlighted. The results of the discussions will be
summarized and published to encourage policy changes on a national level and to foster further
cooperation.

Welcome to MMM 2014 - The workshop on Management of Mass Movements!

BACKGROUND AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:

This workshop was conceived through the workshop committee as supported by CNHR (Centre for
Natural Hazard Research at Simon Fraser University) and BFW (Austrian Research Centre for Forests,
Department of Natural Hazards). The subsequent social event at Vancouver FanClub (concert of the
Big Band of the University Innsbruck) is funded by Trumer Schutzbauten.

We are grateful for the generous contribution of time and materials made by all presenters and authors.
In the name of the organizational committee we welcome you to the workshop and invite you to
address the real issues, to present your solutions or simply to contribute to the discussions and place
your statement.

Sincerely,
John Clague and Karl Kleemayr
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11 September 2014
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MORNING Sessions:

Management of Mass Movements
September 11th, 2014, Vancouver

Simon Fraser University, Harbour Centre

Avalanche, Management
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Karl Kleemayr
Austrian Federal Centre of Forests

and Natural Hazards

Debris Flow, Management

Rockfall, Management

The future key issues for managing avalanches in Austrian

Discussion

BC Ministry of Transportation avalanche program risk management status and strategies

Discussion

Summary

Mike Boissonneault
BC Ministry of Transportation

and Infrastructure

Johannes Hübl
University of Natural Resources

and Life Sciences

Doug Van ineD
Van ine Geological Engineering Ltd.D

Regulations and strategies for debris flow mitigation in Austria

Discussion

Debris Flows: from recognition to mitigation in Canada

Discussion

Summary

Standards and Best Practice for Design of Rockfall Protection Measures in Austria

Discussion

Regulations and risk management strategies for rock-fall in France

Discussion

Management of rock fall hazards in British Columbia

Discussion

Summary

Lunch

Michael Mölk
Austrian Service for Torrent

and Avalanche Control

Fr d ric Bergeré é
IRSTEA, National Research Institute of

Science and Technology for Environment and Agriculture

Duncan Wyllie
Wyllie and Norrish Rock Engineers

7:30 Registration and Coffee

10:35 Coffee Break
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AFTERNOON Sessions:

Rockfall, Case Studies
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13:40

14:00

14:15

14:35

14:40

14:55

15:15

15:30

15:50

16:10

16:25

16:45

17:00

17:20

17:25

Ahren Bichler
Trumer Schutzbauten Canada Ltd.

Debris Flow, Case Studies

Avalanche Block, Case Studies

Special solutions for rockfall catchment fences

Discussion

Rock-fall test sites and practical examples in France

Discussion

Summary

Fr d ric Bergeré é
IRSTEA, National Research Institute of

Science and Technology for Environment and Agriculture

Matthias Jakob
BGC Engineering Inc.

Johannes Hübl
University of Natural Resources

and Life Sciences

Debris flow and debris flood hazards and risks

Discussion

Debris flow Monitoring and Debris flow Mitigation Structures in Austria

Discussion

Summary

Mitigating avalanche risk to major hydroelectric and highway projects in North America

Discussion

Austrian avalanche monitoring sites and practical examples of recent control measures

Discussion

Summary

Alan Jones
Dynamic Avalanche Ltd.

Karl Kleemayr
Austrian Federal Centre

of Forests and Natural Hazards

Bert Struik
Centre for Natural Hazard Research

15:55 Coffee Break

Closing Words

19:30 Jazz Concert by UniBigBand Innsbruck @ FANCLUB (doors 18:30)

This is a public concert so all are welcome! Drink tickets and appetizer will be provided.
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The future key issues for managing
avalanches in Austria

Karl Kleemayr – BFW Austrian Federal Centre of Forests and Natural Hazards, Austria
Tel: +43 644 82 699 41• Email: Karl.Kleemayr@uibk.ac.at

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

In Austria for a sustainable safety management three points have outstanding importance:

- Integration of risk arguments in the jurisdiction and legal framework
- Increase of hazard/risk awareness in the society
- Combined control measures based on realistic, quantitative risk

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Until now the primary approach to avalanche mitigation in Austria was dominated by the use of steel
snow bridges. For the protection of settlements and infrastructures the public Torrent and Avalanche
control only accepted these constructions. New technologies and concepts grow slowly

- Priorities of control measures (for avalanches and other gravitational processes) are based upon
hazard – not risk maps

- Many anchor types has been established which are out of recent regulations
- Use 150-year RTP of PRECIPITATION for dimensioning of constructions and hazard mapping
- NO temporary measures

CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

- Temporary measures for infrastructures safety management at least in some “test areas” are
established

- New regulations ONR (Austrian standards)

FUTURE DIRECTION OF MANAGEMENT:

It is the opinion of the author that the future of avalanche management within Austria depends on a
better quantitative risk assessment enabling more effective measures. The ignorance of really big
“possible” events, the ignorance of assessment inherent uncertainty leads to unnecessary costs and
damages.
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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Key problems
- No real risk assessment for natural hazards (except floods):  Nearly no risk arguments are included in

the Assessment process (no damage potential, no multiple events)
- With the Austrian Subsidy Strategy (all control measures are paid AND carried out by the government)

the awareness of endangered communities and individuals decreased to a critical level.

Most necessary adaptations for natural hazard safety and control strategies
- Including risk
- To enable mixed control measures (e.g. permanent technical AND temporary measures)
- To include uncertainty in the assessment process

What are the most effective and promising control measures in the near future
- Combined technical (constructive) and temporary (explosives, warning,..) measures
- To include protection forest in a realistic way in the assessment process.
- Full use of all “Hi-Tech” data acquisition/analysis for hazard and risk assessment ( e.g. remote

sensing, extreme value analysis, risk decision concept)

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Gigerenzer, G. 2014: Risk : How to make good decisions. Allen Lane. 336 pages.

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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BC Ministry of Transportation
Avalanche Program Risk Management
Status and Strategies

Mike Boissonneault – Avalanche and Weather Programs, BC Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, Canada • Tel: 250-387-7523 • Email: mike.boissonneault@gov.bc.ca

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

- The BC Ministry of Transportation operates an avalanche program with a mandate of safety and
reliability.

- This presentation will provide information on the history and status of the program in addition to a look
to future enhancement.

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- An Avalanche Task Force report was written in 1974 to identify all avalanche areas above provincial
highways and to propose risk management strategies.

- Preventive closures during High Hazard periods was the principal method of control at that time with
additional temporary methods such as avalauncher, artillery and helicopter control in selected areas.

- Over time, most programs adopted helicopter control programs and expansion of artillery programs
and by the early 1990's saw the introduction of remote control devices (Gaz-ex)

CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES, FRAMEWORK & PROCESS:
- – This is a document required by Work Safe BC to identify howMinistry Avalanche Safety Plan

safety is provided for employees at a worksite. The Ministry plan also identifies strategies to ensure
safety to both public, maintenance workers and avalanche staff.

- – This document identifies the five primary factors thatAvalanche Thresholds Safety Measures
must be considered by avalanche forecasters when making decisions on whether a highway segment
exposed to avalanche risk can remain open and be safe to travel on, or be closed because it is too
risky.

- – This document identifies the specific operationalSafety Measures for Highway Operations
procedures for Ministry and Maintenance Contractor personnel to follow at the various hazard levels.

- – The operational risk band identifies conditions where highway users areOperational Risk Band
safe to travel on a highway exposed to avalanche risk.  Overly conservative closure decisions may
result in highways being closed when it is actually safe to travel.  Overly excessive and risky decisions
may result in highways being open when they should be closed (with the probability of incidents, injury
or death).
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CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND (continued):

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CONTROL:
- Avalanche control strategies presently in use
- The primary method of control is helicopter control.
- During periods of High Hazard, highway segments are closed and depending on conditions avalanche

control may be performed.
- Remote Avalanche Control in use include:

- Gaz-ex
- Avalanche Guard

- The Program decommissioned two Rope Way Carriers and the Recoilless Rifle program due to
inefficiencies, excessive cost and safety considerations

- There is one program location where a 105mm Howitzer is in use
- Permanent control includes numerous locations with earth works berms, mounds, catchments, snow

sheds and protective walls

RESULTS/EFFECTIVENESS:
- Benefits and limitations of current avalanche control strategies
- Since the installation of the Gaz-ex program in Kootenay Pass, avalanche control throughout the past

can be performed in two hours or less, compared to previous methods that would take between 6 – 8
hours

- The introduction of remote control systems and effective heli-control have reduced overall road
closure times (on average) to 2 hours of less for most (80%) of avalanche control missions

- andIn a typical winter, avalanche related road closures are approximately 800 hours (province wide)
risk assessment ( e.g. remote sensing, extreme value analysis, risk decision concept)

SUGGESTED READINGS:

- Ministry Avalanche Safety Plan  http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/AvalancheSafetyPlan/
- Ministry Avalanche & Weather Programs Web site http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/Avalanche_Weather/

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS:

- Adopt ISO 31000 Risk Management Guidelines and Principals
- Pursue additional remote control devices in active avalanche areas
- Pursue more permanent avalanche control solutions (rather than temporary ones)
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The future key issues for managing
avalanches in Austria

Johannes Hübl – Institute of Mountain Risk Engineering, University of Natural Resources and Life
Sciences, Austria • Tel: +43 644 5110495 • Email: johannes.huebl@boku.ac.at

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Integration of active and passive measures to optimize risk reduction in case of debris flows
- Development and implementation of more accurate model parameters for debris flows
- Development of methods to improve the delineation of debris flow impacts (confinement of hazard

zones)
- Sediment management, what to do with the debris? Possible refeeding to fluvial systems?
- Coarse woody debris, how to manage forests along the channel bed?
- Improving resilience of buildings (Building codes) and communities (disaster control)
- Rising awareness of affected people

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Sediment management by stabilization, consolidation and retention
- Sediment management by functional checkdams of reinforced concrete
- Different design values for design of check dams
- Design recurrence interval ranges between 100 and 150
- No standardized procedure for debris flow hazard assessment
- Risk not included

CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

- New regulations ONR Series 24800 - 24803 (Austrian standards)
- Cadastre of structures all over Austria
- Monitoring of the conditions of the structures (life cycle management)
- Documentation of events to enlarge data availability to improve hazard assessment (plausibility)

FUTURE DIRECTION OF MANAGEMENT:

- Starting a Risk dialog
- Numerical modelling additional to expert opinion
- Laboratory experiments to improve effectivity of structures
- Improve legal background on sediment management
- Training on regular catchment inspection
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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Key problems
- Modell parameters and plausibility check
- No regulations on hazard assessment
- Risk parameters not included, data on damages are quite inhomogeneous and collected by different

administrative bodies
- Thousands of structures are spread all over Austria; all the money will be donated for maintenance in

future (life cycle management)

Most necessary adaptations for natural hazard safety and control strategies
- Reliable data, identification of uncertainty
- Homogeneous dataset on damages

What are the most effective and promising control measures in the near future
- Combination of active and passive measures
- Better understanding of the interaction of structures with processes to increase effectivity
- Sediment management including the receiving rivers

SUGGESTED READINGS:

ONR Series 24800, e.g.:

ASI 2013. ONR 24801, Protection works for torrent control – Static and dynamic actions on structures,
August 2013, Austrian Standards Institute, Vienna

ASI, 2013. ONR 24810, Technical protection against rockfall - Termes  and definitions, effecfs of
actions, design, monitoring and maintenance, January 2013, Austrian Standards Institute, Vienna

ASI, 2011. ONR 24806, Permanent technical avalanche protection – Design of structures, August 2011,
Austrian Standards Institute, Vienna

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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Debris Flows: from recognition to
mitigation in Canada

Doug VanDine – VanDine Geological Engineering Ltd., Canada
Tel: +1 250 598 1028 • Email: vandine@islandnet.com

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Compared to Europe and Japan, Canada has a relatively short history of knowledge of debris flows,
starting roughly 50 years ago. This knowledge will be briefly reviewed and grouped into three time
periods
- Mid-1960 to mid-1970s: becoming award of issue
- Mid-1970s to mid-1980: initial research then continuing research and developing Type 1 mitigation
- Mid-1980s to present: continuing research and developing Types 2 and 3 mitigation

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

Type 1 mitigation: for example to protect large residential areas and highways and motorists
- Cost: hundreds of CAN$1,000s to CAN$millions
- Based on European and Japanese models

Type 2 mitigation: for example to protect small residential areas; highways and motorists; resort
property and recreationalists
- Cost: tens of CAN$1,000s to hundreds of CAN$1,000s
- Based on European and Japanese models

Type 3 mitigation: for example to protect other infrastructure and resources (eg, fish; timber)
- Cost: CAN$1,000s to tens of CAN$1,000s
- European and JapaneseAdapted from principles

CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

- Because of costs, Canada is moving away from Type 1 mitigation and using more and more Types 2
and 3 mitigation

FUTURE DIRECTION OF MANAGEMENT:

- Because of costs, Canada will continue to use more and more Types 2 and 3 mitigation
- Introduction of innovative cost saving methods , for example debris flow fences
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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Disciplines involved in debris flow research and mitigation
o geology/engineering geology
o geomorphology/applied geomorphology
o fluid mechanics/hydraulics
o hydrology
o geological/geotechnical engineering
o civil engineering/structures

Design considerations/Character of Debris Flow
o frequency of occurrence
o proportion water to debris
o magnitude (volume)
o maximum discharge
o character, size, gradation of material
o flow path
o runout distance
o impact forces
o runup and super elevation
o depositional angle

Design considerations/Character of Debris Channel
o geometry
o gradient: simple; complex
o sidewall materials
o channel bottom materials
o existence and location of crossing structures

Design considerations/Character of Debris Fan
o size
o morphology
o gradient
o materials
o existence and location of crossing structures

SUGGESTED READINGS:

VanDine DF.  1996.  Debris Flow Control Structures for Forest Engineering. BC Ministry of Forests,
Research Branch, Working Paper 22/1996, 48p plus appendices.

VanDine, DF, Hungr, O, Lister, DR and Chatwin, SC.  1997.  Channelized debris flow mitigative
structures in British Columbia, Canada.  In proceedings of First International Conference on Debris-
Flow Hazards Mitigation, American Society of Civil Engineers, p606-615.

Jakob, M and Hungr, O. 2005. Debris-flows Hazards and Related Phenomena, Springer-Praxis Books,
particularly Chapter 18, Debris-flow mitigation measures by J Huebl and G Fiebiger, p445-488.

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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Standards and Best Practice for Design
of Rockfall Protection Measures in
Austria

Michael Moelk – WLV Austrian Service for Torrent and Avalanche Control, Austria
Tel: +43-644 2418863 • Email: Michael.Moelk@die-wildbach.at

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Why standardisation of design approach for rock-fall protection measures?
What is the relevance of best practice examples?
The Austrian Standard Rule ONR 24810: Technical protection against rock-fall ― Terms and definitions,
effects of actions, design, monitoring and maintenance – a brief outline of the content of the standard
and first experiences with its application in practice.
Integration of risk based considerations for rock-fall problems in Austria (existence of recommendations
for acceptable risks of fatalities, jurisdiction and legal framework)

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

In the past there were no official standards regarding the design approach for rock-fall protection
measures. Each organisation of civil engineer took its random approach, some investing in extensive
field work, others in remote sensing or just with intuitive feeling.
There were no regulations or standards regarding the design process, the definition of a design-block
size, return periods of events or such.

Regarding rock-fall protection fences there were various regulations starting with internal guidelines for
approval for the use of such fences in projects of the torrent and avalanche control in Austria (2001),
national approval guidelines in Switzerland (2006) and finally the European Technical Approval
guideline ETAG 27 (2008). All of these guidelines aim at a 1:1 testing of the various systems including
the measurement of forces at the foundations in order to be able to design and construct these
properly.

Rock fall simulation as a standard procedure for the assessment of design energies and required
heights of the protection measures was done in Austria starting 1999.
If the design energies exceeded the capacities of protection fences often rock-fall embankments were
being built, assuming that these soil constructions, mostly with steep hillside slopes executed in rip-rap,
would be able to cope with the anticipated rock-impacts.

Monitoring of instable rock-masses potentially endangering infrastructure was an exception before the
late 1990ies, in the meantime with the development of real-time online sensors and warning systems
the relevance of these monitoring systems is increasing. Monitoring was applied in the last 15-20 years
for warning systems for infrastructure but also to improve the safety of workers installing protection
systems.
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CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

State of the art risk analysis including frequency-magnitude relations, vulnerabilities of infrastructure
and persons for different scenarios resulting risk calculation with or without protection measures is an
exception in Austria. Reasons for this are:

- Difficulty to forecast event frequency due to incomplete and fragmentary inventories
- Absence of regulations and standards regarding a “value of live”
- Absence of limits of acceptable risk
- Availability of funding for protection measures even for small risks of live

The Austrian Standard Rule ONR 24810: Technical protection against rock-fall which was published in
2013 now gives a best practice procedure for the design of protection measures and also deals with the
following, formerly not standardized parameters and criteria:

- Minimum requirements for the assessment of relevant parameters in the field
- Recommendations for the application of statistical methods to assess block-sizes present on rock

faces and scree slopes
- Definition of design block depending on the frequency of rock-fall events
- Recommendations for physical modeling of the design event
- Definition of characteristic values for actions on the protection measures (impact energy and jumping

height)
- Required safety values on action and resistance side of the equation depending on the quality of land-

use to be protected
- Standards for monitoring of the state of the protection measures over their lifespan and regarding

maintenance

The existence of nationwide high resolution (≤ 1 m) digital elevation models derived from aerial laser
scanning allows to assess potential rock-fall detachment zones (digital slope-inclination models, areas
steeper than 45-50°), relevant design profiles (2D simulation) or DEM's (3D-Simulation) with little cost
and effort. 3D simulations are mostly used for the elaboration of rock-fall indication maps delineating
run-out zones of rockfalls. For the design of rock-fall protection measures, mostly 2D models are being
used.

The Austrian Standard Rule ONR 24810 also focusses on a new design approach for rock-fall
embankments that was developed by a cooperation of the Torrent and Avalanche Control with a
geotechnical engineer and a laboratory. More than 200 model tests in a scale of 1:33 were executed
that finally led to a design approach. With this procedure it is possible to calculate a static equivalent
force based on the design impact energy and make a geotechnical design of the rock-fall embankment.
Various designs such as soil-constructions, rip-rap or reinforced soil constructions are covered by the
design concept.

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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FUTURE DIRECTION OF MANAGEMENT:

In times with decreased public funding for protection measures a more focused implementation of rock-
fall-protection measures is due asking for parameters defining the “absolute” necessity of such
measures at a given site.

These parameters could be provided by risk analysis, but there is little political will to define limits for
acceptable risk (fatalities) or for a “value of statistical live” to enable risk calculations.
Currently an expert recommendation by the Austrian Society for Geotechnic (ÖGG) is being published,
giving an acceptable limit for fatalities resulting from rock-fall or landslides. The basis for this
recommendation is a comparison of socially accepted risks in other fields such as traffic, construction
(Eurocodes) etc.

The design approach for rock-fall embankments is currently refined with additional model tests in order
to optimize reinforced soil constructions.

For the elaboration of rock-fall-indication maps in Austria a working group is currently developing a
multi-scale approach starting with a rough estimation of potentially endangered areas by a run-out-
model based on shadow angles. For more detailed prediction of rock-fall hazards a stepwise more
detailed approach is recommended, leading to detailed field work and a physical rock-fall simulation
according to ONR 24810.

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Key problems
- Absence of officially acceptable risk limits as background for decision making based on results of risk

analysis
- Rare risk assessment for rock-fall processes and hazards. Some risk aspects (factors of safety

depending on quality of land use, definition of design block depending on rock-fall frequency) are
included in design approach in ONR 24810

- With the Austrian Subsidy Strategy (most control measures are paid and often carried out by
government organisations) the population tends not to accept any risk as protection is more or less for
free for the individuals. Population delegates risk prevention to the public, private investment mostly
not accepted.

Most necessary adaptations for natural hazard safety and control strategies
- Adopting a risk approach in order to provide priority ranking and basis of decisions if protection is

necessary (acceptable risk)
- Definition of socially, politically and economically acceptable risk levels and appropriate legislation

What are the most effective and promising control measures in the near future
- Still on top of the list: avoidance of endangered areas when developing new settlements or land use.
- No new developments on horizon apart from existing ones (net fences, embankments, rock
stabilization measures, rock excavation)

- Monitoring in some cases possible, sufficient pre-warning phase required. Mostly restricted to big-
scale instabilities where mitigation measures are economically or technically not feasible

14



SUGGESTED READINGS:

ONR 24810, 2013: Technical protection against rock-fall ― Terms and definitions, effects of actions,
design, monitoring and maintenance. Austrian Standard Institute, Vienna 2013 (German version,
English version in preparation)

A. Volkwein, K. Schellenberg, V. Labiouse, F. Agliardi, F. Berger, F. Bourrier, L. K. A. Dorren,W. Gerber,
and M. Jaboyedoff 2011: Rockfall characterisation and structural protection – a review. Nat. Hazards
Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 2617–2651, 2011

Hofmann R., Vollmert L. & Mölk M. (2012): Rockfall-protection embankments – design concept and
construction details. - Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering, Paris 2013

R. Poisel, R. Hofmann & M. Mölk 2012: Investment decisions based on risk assessment.
Geomechanics and Tunnelling. Vol 5 October 2012 ISSN 1865-7362 p 597-604. Ernst & Sohn

M. Mölk, T. Sausgruber & I Schreiner 2013: rockfall: risk-analysis based on a Magnitude-Frequency
Analysis – a case study with an endangered family home

M. Mölk & R. Hofmann 2013: Design of rock-fall embankments according to the Austrian ÖNORM Rule
ONR 24810:2013. Mitteilungen für Ingenieurgeologie und Geomechanik, Band 10, 6th Colloquium
“Rock Mechanics – Theory and Practice” p 33-50, Wien 2013

T. Sausgruber, M. Mölk, I Schreiner 2012: Evacuation or protection? Risk analysis as a tool for decision
making in the case of a residential building endangered by rock-fall. Geomechanics and Tunnelling 5
(2012), p 355-367, Ernst&Sohn Wien

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process. 15



Regulations and risk management
strategies for rockfall in France

Frédéric Berger – National Research Institute of Science and Technology for Environment and
Agriculture, France • Tel: +33 4 76 28 00 • Email: frederic.berger@irstea.fr

16

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

For the French Government the main tool for policy concerning prevention of natural risks is the Natural
Risk Prevention Plan (PPR). The philosophy of the Risk Prevention Plan, further referred to as PPR,
can be split in the following objectives:
- Prevention by risk displaying
- Recognize the reality of natural phenomena
- Prevent rather than cure
- Reducing the vulnerability of people and goods
- Adapting the local urban and land use planning for sustainable developments
- Reduction of claims and costs

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- The PPR was commissioned by the French Government in 1995 and it aims at taking into account all
the natural hazards but also related risks, e.g. part of it refers to technological hazards, into planning
and development decisions .

- Before this commissioning, the previous French administrative natural risk prevention document was
the Risk Exposure Plan (in French : Plan d'Exposition aux Risques, PER)

- The philosophy and the aims of the PER was exactly the same than the RPP.
- The PER was commissioned by the French Government in 1982 and was only dealing with

inundations, mass movements and snow avalanches.
- In the PER, it was not allowed to build and more generally to increase socio-economic issues

downstream protection works.
- The initial will was to establish a PER for each French mountainous communes. This objective has not

been reached during the timelife of 13 years of this procedure.
- One of the main reason was the time needed for establishing a PER between 18 and 24 months.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND:

Regarding the application of the PPR, it is important to have an insight into the administrative units of
France. First of all there are 27 regions wherefrom six are within the mountainous areas. Secondly
these are segmented into 101 “départements” wherefrom 95 are located in Europe. These are the
further segmented in communes which resembles the municipality level. The total number of French
communes in Europe is 36554, which represents an average value of 385 municipalities per
"département".

The PPRs are at the initiative of the prefect of the department. The creation of the plans is up to the
decentralized services: departmental direction of territories (DDT ) assisted ) in the mountainous
districts by the national forest office (ONF which are responsible for the identification of natural hazards
and risks. This leads to a lot of different actors for the preparation of the PPR on different levels both
technical and administrative. The approved document serves as easement of public interest and is
annexed and enforceable to the local planning documents and taken into account dealing with
construction documents.



* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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CURRENT MANAGEMENT TREND (continued):

In France this community level is the most important level of risk mapping, also due to the “Local
Planning Plan” which is at the same scale (1:5.000) . In 2005 more than 5.000 municipalities were
already equipped with the PPRs , the municipalities for the elaboration of a PPR are chosen according
to the number of observed events.

In mountain areas, the documents for the PPR refer to the following hazards: rokcfalls, landslides,
floods, snow avalanches and earthquakes with a reference period of 100 years. In general these
documents refer to mono-risk, however sometimes a multi-risk approach is used. Specific PPRs are
also established for forest fire ( PPRIF), innundations (PPRI) and technological risks (PPRT).

Regarding the mapping there is a reference hazard which, by convention, is:
- the strongest known event within one century or
- if none event is known in the area then the one known in a similar area within one century or
- the modeled 100yr return period event if it is < to the one known.

The scale for the hazard maps is 1:10.000, being a magnification of the 1:25.000 map of the NGI. For
the risk maps the scale is 1:5.000 or 1:1.000 which resembles to the scale of the administrative
cadastre.

FUTURE DIRECTION OF MANAGEMENT:

In France a new methodology for rockfall hazard mapping is under construction in order to have a
better integration and use of simulation trajectories models and of their results. This new methodology
known as MEZAP (Méthodologie de Zonage de l'Aléa chutes de Pierres) will be put in use in 2015. The
building up of this methodology has required 3 years and associate the main French research centre
and administrations working and concerned by rockfalls risks. this methodology is based on a pre-
mapping using the energy line principle and if needed the use of more sophisticated models (2D,3D) on
specific areas. Depending on the type of protection works it will be possible or not to build downstream
them. A specific attention will be also paid to the integration of the protective role of forest stands.

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Key problems
- How to evaluate and integrate the current and future efficiency of rockfall civil protection works?
- How to evaluate and integrate the current and future efficiency of rockfall "biological" protection

works?
- How to evaluate the robustness of rockfall trajectory models?

SUGGESTED READINGS:

www.risknat.org

Monnet J.M., Clouet, N.. Bourrier F and Berger F, 2010, Using Geomatics and airborne laserscanning
for rockfall risk zoning: a case study in the French Alps, Author manuscript, published in "The 2010
Canadian Geomatics Conference and Symposium of Commission I (ISPRS), Calgary Alberta : Canada
(2010)"



Management of rock fall hazards in
British Columbia

Duncan C. Wyllie – Wyllie & Norrish Rock Engineers Ltd., Canada
Tel: +1 604 673 9908 • Email: dwyllie@wnrockeng.com

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

- Rock falls are recognized as a significant hazard in British Columbia

- The hazards occur on transportation routes (highways and railways), and in urban and rural areas.

- Design and construction of mitigation methods for rock falls is well established and is carried out by
experienced engineers and contractors.

- Funding for implementation of rock fall mitigation is consistently available, but the magnitude of the
funding is balanced against mitigation needs for other hazards such as intersections (highways) and
track maintenance (railways).

- British Columbia has a large area, a small population and extensive transportation system.
Consequently, available resources for rock fall mitigation are thinly spread.

- A long-term, consistent rock fall mitigation program that improves safety conditions is generally an
effective legal defence in the case of accidents.
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NOTES:

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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Special solutions for rockfall catchment
fences

Ahren Bichler – Trumer Schutzbauten Canada Ltd., Canada
Tel: +1 604 732 0325• Email: a.bichler@trumer.cc

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Since 2008, the European Union has implemented guidelines that regulate the testing and certification
of rockfall catchment fences. These guidelines had a major effect on mitigation of rockfall by flexible net
barriers. Manufacturers, engineers and the owners of the structures now had a valuable and necessary
tool for comparing and gathering information on product materials and some assurance that the product
met a minimum level of functionality. But since one of the major roles of the guidelines is to ensure that
the materials delivered are the same as the materials tested, they are restrictive and, in some cases,
can impede innovative and efficient mitigation of rockfall hazards if followed blindly. Sometimes care
must be taken to ensure effective and comprehensive solutions are not sacrificed for the sake of
standardization. Presented are cases where non-standard rockfall catchment fences were deemed
necessary.

GUIDELINES = APPROVAL PROCEDURE (of materials)
APPROVAL PROCEDURE ≠ EVALUATION PROCEDURE OF FUNCTIONALITY

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- Omis, Coatia: rockfalls with energies estimated up to 5000 kJ with extreme bounce heights (requiring
fences up to 8.5 m) that threaten housing and roads.

- Hell's Gate, British Columbia: a site with extensive rockfall events affecting the Trans Canada
Highway was mitigated using an MSE wall but subsequent events showed the wall was too short.

- Niagara Falls, Ontario: Low energy (100-250 kJ) events from a slope with a work area below required
mitigation. The most practical placement of mitigation structures was on a pre-existing concrete wall
whereby no load transfer to the wall was acceptable.

- Niagara Falls, Ontario: Rockfall events threaten an important access road that must remain open
following an event. Due to restrictions on layout, the only location to install a mitigation structure was
directly adjacent to the road where the elongation of a standard catchment fence would block all
access.

- Coffee Creek, British Columbia: Mitigation of rockfall impacting a highway was required but the
structure needed to also withstand high snow loads from an avalanche path.

- Minnesund, Norway: A risk of fully loaded tractor-trailers toppling onto a railway as the vehicles pass
through a round-about required mitigation.

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

In each of the above examples a standard, “off-the-shelf” rockfall catchment fence could not mitigate
the hazard in a safe and comprehensive way. This is because certified products have limitations on
what is allowed to be altered from the “as-tested” state. For example: the profile of steel beams cannot
be altered (even if the alteration leads to a stronger final product); the length of a post cannot be
produced smaller than tested and cannot be built larger than 1 m higher, or in some cases 0.5 m
higher; components cannot be added to the structure such as tabs for extra ropes, stiffeners,
adaptations for anchorage, etc.
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CURRENT APPROACH:

In all of the examples presented, the structures used for mitigation were based on tested and certified
products but were adapted to best fit the unique aspects of the particular hazard and the site
characteristics. These adaptations resulted in the product being non-certified.

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.

OUTCOME:

- Omis, Coatia: certified structures of the required capacity (5000 kJ) are only available up to 7 m. As
8.5 m structures were required, systems were adapted by increasing the cross section of the post
beam to help offset the tendency for the post to buckle.

- Hell's Gate, British Columbia: It was deemed necessary to install a catchment fence on top of the
MSE wall but the manufacturer of the wall would not allow foundations/drilling inside the wall. In
addition, a traditional, hinged fence was not practical. As such, a standard fixed-rotation 2000 kJ
rockfall fence was adapted to connect to steel cap plates placed on the existing structure.

- Niagara Falls, Ontario: Standard 100 and 250 kJ hinged catchment fences would require using the
existing wall as a foundation/anchor point. Instead, a “floating” base plate design was used whereby
the base of the post is secured by ropes that terminate in an anchor upslope of the fence.

- Niagara Falls, Ontario: In order to reduce the elongation of a standard 500 and 1000 kJ fixed-rotation
catchment fences, the net-support through lateral middle ropes was increased by adding an additional
rope and rope guidance. In addition, post spacing was reduced.

- Coffee Creek, British Columbia: Because the predicted snow load would crush a standard 3000 kJ
hinged catchment fence, post spacing was reduced, post beam cross sections were increased, extra
upslope tie back ropes introduced as well as stiffeners. Several other adaptations were made to help
reduce nuisance maintenance issues (e.g. brake element locks).

- Minnesund, Norway: A 5000 kJ hinged catchment fence was adapted to fit the topography and impact
scenario by using varying heights of posts, increasing the cross section of beams for the post and
adding extra lateral support ropes.

SUGGESTED READINGS:

ASI, 2013. ONR 24810, Technical protection against rockfall - Termes  and definitions, effecfs of
actions, design, monitoring and maintenance, January 2013, Austrian Standards Institute, Vienna

Bichler, A. and Stelzer, G. 2014. Special solutions in hazard mitigation. Geohazards 6, Kingston,
Ontario June 15-18, 2014

EOTA, 2008. Guideline for European technical approval of falling rock protection kits (ETAG 27),
February 2008, Brussels.

Stelzer, G. and Bichler A., 2013. ONR 24810 – A comprehensive guideline for building better rockfall
protection structures, 64th Highway Geology Symposium, New Hampshire, USA.
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Rockfall test sites and practical
examples in France

22

Frédéric Berger – National Research Institute of Science and Technology for Environment and
Agriculture, France • Tel: +33 4 76 28 00 • Email: frederic.berger@irstea.fr

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

To sustain and protect livelihoods in the European Alps today, forests are indispensable. They cover the
steep slopes of the main valleys and protect these developed and densely populated areas against
rapid mass movements that pose risks to infrastructure and inhabitants. Forests cannot always provide
sufficient protection. In the case of rockfall this is because slopes are too steep or too short, or the
forest is degraded and its structure is not dense enough to stop falling rocks. In those cases protection
could be provided by technical measures such as rockfall dams, nets, etc. Throughout the European
Alps, rockfall simulation models are used in so-called trajectory studies, to estimate the hazard posed
by rockfall to residential areas (hazard zonation) and traffic routes and to design such technical
protective measures. For evaluating the robustness of such models and of protection works, the use of
real scale test sites is required.

In France two rockfall test sites are operational. The first one is managed by IFSTTAR and the second
one by IRSTEA. IRTSEA and IFSTTAR are two French scientific national research centre with research
axis dedicated to rockfall mitigation. These two sites have different objectives :
- the IFSTTAR's site is dedicated to the test and certification of kits for flexible barriers,
- the IRSTEA ones is dedicated to the understanding and modeling of rockfall trajectories , the

understanding and modeling of the mechanical effect of trees (only a few rockfall simulation models
take into

- account the mitigating effect of existing forest cover.) and for testing rockfall models and "biological"
protection works.

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- The test site of IFSTTAR is located in Montagnole (close to Chambéry in the French Alps). It' a quasi
vertical cliff with a height of 80 meters, anthe cliff is more than 90 meters in width. Thus it allows
assembling rockfall net fences with module sup to 20 meters long, at a height from 15 to 25 meters
above the ground. The dropping device has been designed to loft up and drop boulders weighing up
to 20 tons, from heights from 5 to 70 meters above the ground. The maxima impact energy available
is 13,900 kJ. This site can be also called an imposed trajectory ones.

- The site of IRSTEA is situated in the Forêt Communale de Vaujany in France (lat 45120, long 630)
and has an altitude ranging from 1200m to 1400m above sea level. There we threw large, individual
rocks (spherical shaped rocks with a mean diameter of 0.95 m) down the slope, which has a mean
gradient of 38. By using field measurements and video cameras we captured the velocity and the
trajectory of the rock in 3-D. In addition we mapped and measured the size of all tree damages. We
carried out these experiments on two sites, of which the central downslope axes were approximately
120m apart from each other. Site 1 (approx. 1.1 ha) covers an avalanche track and is therefore
denuded of trees (unstocked). Site 2 (approx. 0.9 ha) is covered by forest, except for the upper first 40
m, which is the distance necessary for a block of 1m3 to reach its maximal speed (Gsteiger, 1993;
Brauner et al., 2005). The site is representative for active rockfall slopes in the European Alps. This
site can be also called a free trajectory ones.



* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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RESULTS/EFFECTIVENESS:

In order to work in a united framework, guidelines have been established in Europe for the technical
approval of rockfall protection kits for flexible barriers ( ETAG27). The test site of Montagnole is now
operational for testing such kits. The first tests for homologation have been conducted in 2011.

The IRSTEA real-size rockfall experimental test site is now used since 2001 and has been used for :
- the first rockfall trajectory models benchmark in Europe
- the calibration and validation of the a set of rockfall models : the 1D model ROCKFORNET, the 2D

model ROLLFREE ( based on the use of the energy line principle), the 3D model RockyFor co-
developed with the scientific association ECORISQ

- the test of low energy biological protection works : TREENET, TRUNKNET, FASNET
- the development of the new French, Italian and Swiss mountain forest management guidelines.

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Lambert S., Nicot F.2011.  Rockfall engineering, ISBN 978-1-84821-256-5

Bourrier, F., BERGER, F., Tardif, P., Dorren, L., Hungr, O., 2012. Rockfall rebound: comparison of
detailed field experiments and alternative modelling approaches. Earth Surface Processes and
Landforms, vol. 37, n° 6, p. 656-665

Rammer, W., Brauner, M., Dorren, L.K.A., BERGER, F., Lexer, M.J., 2010. Evaluation of a 3-D rockfall
module within a forest patch model. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. 10: 699-711.

Dorren, L., BERGER, F., 2006. Stem breakage of trees and energy dissipation duringrockfall impacts.
Tree Physiology, vol. 26, p. 63 – 71

Dorren, L., BERGER, F., Putters, U.S., 2006. Real size experiments and 3D simulation of rockfall on
forested and non-forested slopes. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 6:145-153

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Here are some of the open questions that the author wants to address to the participants of this
workshop :

- How to develop an international database (past events, experimental test sites) for testing trajectory
models?

- How to develop a sustainable and efficient network of experimental test sites?
- How to realize the first international rockfall trajectory models benchmark?
- How to promote a rational protection strategy based on the optimization of the role played by forest

stands and the use of "biological" protection works?



Debris flow and debris flood hazards

and risks

Matthias Jakob – BGC Engineering Inc., Canada
Tel: +1 604 629 3842 • Email: MJakob@bgcengineering.ca

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Flood and debris flow hazards have received much attention over the past decades in the global
literature. Debris floods, however, have not seen the same focus, perhaps due to the difficulty of their
unambiguous classification between floods and debris flows. The June 2013 storm that led to Canada's
most expensive natural hazard triggered hundreds of debris floods and some debris flows in the
southeastern Rocky Mountains of Alberta. Determining and modeling their hazards and risks has
proven to be challenging but ultimate rewarding. It has also led to a significant advancement in our
knowledge. Currently, the Albertan government is preparing a new set of guidelines to address steep
creek hazards and risks.

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- 2013: Canmore and Municipal District of Bighorn: Debris floods with up to 90,000 m3 sediment loads
impact large settlements on alluvial fans leading to tens of millions of dollars of damage to homes and
infrastructure.

- 2013: A debris flow of approximately 20,000 m3 impacts a relatively densely developed fan near
Pemberton B.C. causing significant damage. This event comes only one year after an event of similar
size in the same area.

- 2012: New APEGBC Guidelines on Flood Assessments in a Changing Climate in which debris flows
are specifically referenced.

- 2012: Debris floods at Sicamous Creek and debris flows at Fairmontt Creek and Johnson's landing
make headlines after a very wet spring. At Johnson's landing several people die.

- 2010: A 50 Mm3 debris flow descends Capricorn Creek at Mount Meager making it the second largest
landslide in Canadian history.

- In 2008 and again 2010 APEGBC releases new guidelines for Legislated Landslide Assessments for
New Developments.

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

BC and Alberta are lacking a comprehensive geohazard management approach. This is surprising in
light of continuing encroachment of human development and expanding linear infrastructures into steep
mountainous terrain. Nonetheless, BC's universities have produced some luminaries who have
propelled various aspects of natural hazards research forward and are world-renowned for their work.
Methods developed by academics and some consultants alike are slowly creeping into consulting
practice, but are by no means standardized, nor ubiquitously applied.
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CURRENT APPROACH:

BGC is at the forefront of quantitative risk assessments of landslides and especially debris flows and
debris floods. We are proposing methods that could unify how hazards are being quantified, modeled
and translated into risk assessments through systematic consequence determination.  However, such
studies are involved and relatively expensive.  Many owners or governments may not be fully
appreciative of the depth and breadth of a complete debris flood or debris flow risk assessment.
Nonetheless compared to the potential cost of life savings that could be garnered from a well-executed
risk assessment, the costs of such studies are minor. and risk assessment ( e.g. remote sensing,
extreme value analysis, risk decision concept)

SUGGESTED READINGS:

APEGBC. 2012. Profesional Practice Guidelines - Legislated Flood Assessments in a Changing
Climate in BC, 144p.

APEGBC. 2010. Guidelines for Legislated Landslide Assessments for Proposed Residential
Developments in BC, 76p.

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.

RESULTS/EFFECTIVENESS:

- Risk assessments in BC have advanced considerably, with key studies at Cheekeye River, Lion's Bay,
Mackay Creek, and Cataline Creek.

- Risk assessments in Alberta have taken leaps for debris floods with new methods from Switzerland
and elsewhere being applied to quantify debris flood hazards. Methods such as dendrochronology,
radiocarbon dating and air photo interpretation are used to their potential within reasonable budget
amounts.

- Risk assessment methodologies are increasingly being applied to pipeline as well as mining projects
which furthers a more homogenous application of the said methods.
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Debris flow Monitoring and Debris flow
Mitigation Structures in Austria

Johannes Hübl – Institute of Mountain Risk Engineering, University of Natural Resources and Life
Sciences, Austria • Tel: +43 644 5110495 • Email: johannes.huebl@boku.ac.at

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Report on the development of debris flow monitoring in Austria, Examples and new developments.

Report on recent control activities.

The necessity to derive site adjusted, legally based monitoring sites and to improve design values for
mitigation structures.

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- Monitoring test sites in Austria

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Monitoring more or less neglected
- (Reinforced) concrete structures, sedimentation basins

CURRENT MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Event documentation
- (Reinforced) concrete structures, sedimentation basins
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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Key problems
- Distributed knowledge on debris flow data, collected in a few catchments
- Expensive mitigation structures without control of effectivity

Most necessary adaptations for natural hazard safety and control strategies
- Process orientated structures, willingness to give new ideas a chance

What are the most effective and promising control measures in the near future
- Adaption and increase number of monitoring sites
- Monitoring of Life cycle management

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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Mitigating avalanche risk to major
hydroelectric and highway projects in North
America – Recent examples and future
challenges

Alan Jones Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.– , Canada
Tel: +1 250 837 4466 • Email: alan.jones@dynamicavalanche.com

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

This presentation will provide an overview of current snow avalanche risk mitigation practices in North
America by providing case studies of recent major projects. Development of hydroelectric power
projects through avalanche terrain is discussed, using the recently completed Northwest Transmission
Line (NTL) project as a case study. Development of major highway infrastructure projects in avalanche
terrain is highlighted with the Snoqualmie Pass snow avalanche bridges, which is currently being
constructed in Washington State, USA.

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- The Northwest Transmission Line (NTL) project is a 344 km, 287 kV transmission line recently
constructed in Northwest British Columbia. It opens up a new region to hydro power and is already
interconnecting other new mines and hydroelectric projects in the region. The powerline avoided
many mapped avalanche areas and required mitigation for a number of avalanche paths. Several
other connecting powerlines are also discussed.

- The Snoqualmie Pass avalanche bridge project is located 90 km east of Seattle, Washington, in a
heavy snowfall, Maritime region. Avalanche risk from seven paths will be mitigated by construction of
two 365 m bridges that are designed to allow avalanches to pass underneath them. Design work for
bridges is complete and they are currently under construction.

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Avalanche hazard in North America has primarily been mitigated in the past by a combination of
avoidance, temporary closures and explosive avalanche control. There are exceptions where
engineered structures were constructed (e.g. Rogers Pass), but many of these were constructed in
the 1960's and are reaching the end of their design lives.

- Governments and some industries have been reluctant to invest in avalanche mitigation infrastructure
in the past few decades.

CURRENT APPROACH:

- Will continue to rely heavily on explosive avalanche control, but is increasingly moving towards
permanent, engineered solutions such as bridges, snow sheds, stopping walls, retaining structures, etc.
- Increasing public expectations for highway reliability as well as economic considerations for industrial
developments are leading to greater consideration of permanent mitigation works.
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KEY DISCUSSION POINTS:

Adopting “new” technologies for North America that have been used for decades in Europe
- There appears to be a reversal of approaches occurring, with some European countries starting to

implement or consider the use of temporary (explosive) mitigation measures (e.g. Austria, Italy), while
conversely more costly permanent, engineered solutions are increasingly being considered in North
America.

- Some technologies (e.g. snow retaining nets) need consideration for North American conditions (e.g.
low elevation, high precipitation coastal sites) that may not be considered in European design
standards.

- How do we ensure there is good information and technology transfer between jurisdictions?

Multi-disciplinary approach
- Avalanche mitigation projects are typically completed with consultants working within a multi-

disciplinary project team. This may involve a combination of owners, consultants and government
reviewers/regulators.

- In the past, avalanche experts were often the last ones consulted during a project but, increasingly
are being consulted in the earlier stages of the project. This has resulted in hazard avoidance and
cost savings, as demonstrated by the case studies presented in this talk.

Changing public expectations
- Public expectations for avalanche risk management and higher reliability continue to increase,

particularly for public highways. At the same time, often there are increasing traffic volumes and
decreasing public funding for programs. What are strategies for managing these often conflicting
priorities?

- The review process for large infrastructure projects in avalanche terrain is often very involved and
requires more substantial documentation than just an expert's opinion. Are technology, analytical and
mapping tools actually producing better results compared to the past when a 3-page expert opinion
may have been considered acceptable?

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Stethem, C., B. Jamieson, P. Schaerer, D. Liverman, D. Germain, S. Walker. 2003. Snow Avalanche Hazard in
Canada – A Review. Natural Hazards Volume 28, p.487-515 (2003) (Good background for various avalanche
hazards and industries throughout Canada). http://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1022998512227

Jones, A., C. Stethem, K. Fogolin.  2010. Avalanche hazard management at the East Toba River and Montrose
Creek Hydroelectric Project, South Coast Range, British Columbia. (Example of the overall avalanche hazard
evaluation, design and construction of a hydroelectric project in British Columbia).
http://arc.lib.montana.edu/snow-science/item/383

Jones, A. and G. Johnson. 2014 (Submitted). Quantitative risk assessment for the Snoqualmie Pass Avalanche
Bridges. In Proceedings of the International Snow Science Workshop, 2014. Banff, Alberta (Submitted).

Stimberis, J. 2012. Operating a highway avalanche program during a major construction project. In:
Proceedings, 2012 International Snow Science Workshop, Anchorage, Alaska. http://arc.lib.montana.edu/snow-
science/item/1737

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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Austrian avalanche monitoring sites
and practical examples of recent
control measures

Karl Kleemayr – BFW Austrian Federal Centre of Forests and Natural Hazards, Austria
Tel: +43 644 82 699 41• Email: Karl.Kleemayr@uibk.ac.at

DISCUSSION TOPIC STATEMENT:

Report on the measured forces and comparison with regulations; at least for ”quasi-static” snow
mechanical forces , regulation values are higher than the measured.

Report on recent control activities

The necessity to develop a state of the art technical risk assessment

SITE DESCRIPTION/HAZARD SCENARIO:

- Snow monitoring test site at hafelekar/Pitztal
- Avalanche test site Lech
- Radar test sites

PAST MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Steel snow bridges

CURRENT MANAGEMENT APPROACH:

- Steel snow bridges
- Also snow nets, but amount of new control sites significantly decreased
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RESULTS/EFFECTIVENESS:

Key problems
- In the regulations (even the new ones) there is a merge of the uncertainty of the dimensioning

procedure itself (because the physical understanding and therefore the stress calculation  is not good
enough) and the stochastic uncertainty of the initial conditions (“what could happen?”).

- High efforts in the future for monitoring the technical state of the constructions

Most necessary adaptations for natural hazard safety and control strategies
- Explicit uncertainty assessment in the dimensioning process

What are the most effective and promising control measures in the near future
- More permanent monitoring sites
- More open to new and initiative control activities

* Information presented herein is reproduced as provided by the authors and has not undergone a review or editing process.
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